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Abstract. This paper proposes a novel technique for constructing a neu-
roanatomical shape complex atlas using an information geometry frame-
work. A shape complex is a collection of shapes in a local neighborhood.
We represent the boundary of the entire shape complex using the zero
level set of a distance function S(x). The spatial relations between the dif-
ferent anatomical structures constituting the shape complex are captured
via the distance transform. We then leverage the well known relationship
between the stationary state wave function ψ(x) of the Schrödinger equa-
tion −~2∇2ψ + ψ = 0 and the eikonal equation ‖∇S‖ = 1 satisfied by
any distance function S(x). This leads to a one-to-one map between ψ(x)
and S(x) and allows for recovery of S(x) from ψ(x) through an explicit
mathematical relationship. Since the wave function can be regarded as a
square-root density function, we are able to exploit this connection and
convert shape complex distance transforms into probability density func-
tions. Furthermore, square-root density functions can be seen as points
on a unit hypersphere whose Riemannian structure is fully known. A
shape complex atlas is constructed by first computing the Karcher mean
ψ̄(x) of the wave functions, followed by an inverse mapping of the esti-
mated mean back to the space of distance transforms in order to realize
the atlas. We demonstrate the shape complex atlas computation via a
set of experiments on a population of brain MRI scans. We also present
modes of variation from the computed atlas for the control population
to demonstrate the shape complex variability.

1 Introduction

In the past two decades, human brain MRI analysis has attracted immense at-
tention for the purposes of diagnosis and treatment of neurological diseases. In
this context, the construction of neuroanatomical shape atlases of the human
brain has been of particular interest and its importance has been emphasized
in a number of recent studies [1]. In brief, an atlas provides a reference shape
or image for a population of shapes/images which can be useful in numerous
applications including but not limited to, statistical analysis of the populations,
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the segmentation of the structures of interest and the detection of the disease
regions based on the shape variations between the atlas and the subject etc.
Most existing atlases are based on isolated, single anatomical shapes [11, 10, 12]
which do not contain any inter-structural information for example, the spatial
relationships among different neighboring structures and the effect of volume
shrinkage or expansion of structures in its neighborhood. However, many neu-
rological disorders are diagnosed by the structural abnormalities (e.g. volume
change) ascribed to several brain structures rather than a single structure. Ma-
nia, which is most often associated with bipolar disorder serves as an example, as
in [2] all the brain structures associated with the neural pathways were examined
and the authors claimed that the patients with mania have a significant overall
volume difference in the regions including the thalamus, hippocampi and the
amygdala. In [3], Seidman et al. concluded that one remarkable vulnerability of
schizophrenia, is the structural abnormalities in the thalamus and the amygdala-
hippocampus region. Therefore, a neuroanatomical shape complex atlas which
captures the structural relationships will be of primary clinical importance.

2 Previous Work

In the context of atlas construction for multiple brain structures, most of the ef-
forts in the past were focussed on building full brain image atlases. For instance,
in [5, 4], several image atlas construction methods for the entire brain were pro-
posed based on 3-D brain MRI. However, it is a nontrivial task to extend these
techniques to shape atlas construction. Therefore, we will not be discussing these
image based methods any further in this paper and only focus on shape atlas
construction instead. One of the most common shape representations in the lit-
erature is to represent shapes using feature point sets or landmarks. As in [6],
several research articles on point set atlas construction for anatomical structures
(e.g. hippocampi) have been published where they model the shapes using mix-
ture of densities and estimate the unbiased shape atlas via information theoretic
methods. In[8], Cootes et al. developed a diffeomorphic statistical shape model
which analyzes the parameters of the deformation field instead of the traditional
landmark positions. Other methods that represent shapes in 2D using paramet-
ric curves or in 3D using parametric surfaces have also received considerable
attention in the literature [7]. Since statistical shape analysis in curve/surface
space is very difficult, methods using this representation have usually resorted
to computing means etc. of spline parameters. In [9], a characteristic 3D shape
model dubbed the m-rep, is proposed and based on this representation, an atlas
is constructed via computation of the Karcher mean of the population [10]. Re-
cent work in [11] describes an interesting model for continuous spherical shapes
used to analyze the anatomical shape differences in the hippocampus of control
group and blind subjects.

To summarize, in all the techniques discussed thus far, the shape atlas is
developed only for a single structure. In this paper, we propose a novel tech-
nique for constructing an atlas of a neuroanatomical shape complex of multiple



Fig. 1. Illustration of our framework. We visualize the distance transform and square-root density
in the 2-D case. Each sample data turns out to be a red point on the high dimensional sphere and
the blue point is the Karcher mean.

structures. The novelty lies in the relationship we exploit between the stationary
state wave function ψ(x) of the Schrödinger equation −~2∇2ψ + ψ = 0 and the
eikonal equation ‖∇S‖ = 1 for the Euclidean distance transform problem which
serves as a “bridge” that connects the distance transform representation of the
shape to its square-root-density. The choice of a square-root density representa-
tion is motivated by the fact that the manifold of square root densities is a unit
Hibertian sphere and its geometry is well understood. This allows us to use the
intrinsic geometry of the sphere to compare shapes represented by square-root
densities. Additionally, the inter-structural relationship is well captured in our
distance transform representation of the shape complex. In section 4, we demon-
strate our technique by presenting examples of atlas construction for the shape
complex of 8 structures from a population of 15 3-D brain MRI with all the
structures labeled by an expert neurologist.

3 Shape Complex Atlas

3.1 From Distance Transforms to Square-Root Density Functions

In our model, each shape complex data sample is represented by the distance
transform function, the zero level set of which gives the individual boundaries of
the various shapes constituting the shape complex. At least two decades of effort
have gone into level set and distance function representations of shapes [13] - the
principal advantage being the ability to combine different shapes into a single
scalar field representation. However, since variational and partial differential
equation methods are at the foundation of level sets, it is a non-trivial task
to employ statistical methods on scalar field distance function representations.
Alternatively, there exists a class of methods that perform shape analysis by
representing single shapes using probability density functions [6], and obtaining



very good results. For instance, despite sacrificing the ability to represent a
set of shapes or a shape complex, in this framework, the mean, variance and
principal modes of the shape population are all easily computed. One of the main
contributions of this paper is to successfully bridge the two disparate domains -
variational and level set methods on the one hand and probabilistic methods on
the other - and directly obtain the density function of a shape complex from a
distance function representation.

In [15], Gurumoorthy and Rangarajan apply the Schrödinger equation to
the Euclidean distance transform problem. They solve the Schrödinger wave
equation instead of the corresponding static Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the
distance transform. While they emphasize the main advantage of their approach
to be the linearity of the Schrödinger equation (as opposed to the non-linearity
of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation), we wish to draw upon the obvious, historical
precedent in quantum mechanics of motivating the Schrödinger wave function
as a square-root density [16]. Inspired by this voluminous previous work, we
adopt the interpretation of the stationary state Schrödinger wave function for
the Euclidean distance function as a square-root density.

Let ψ(x) be the stationary state wave function and let ~ - Planck’s constant
- be a free parameter in this model. The static wave equation for the Euclidean
distance function problem is3

~2∇2ψ(x) = ψ(x). (1)

CLAIM: When ψ(x) = α exp(−S(x)
~ ) and satisfies Eqn. (1), S(x) asymptoti-

cally satisfies the eikonal equation ‖∇S‖ = 1 as ~→ 0. Here α is a normalization
constant such that ψ(x) is a square-root density, i.e.

∫
ψ2(s)ds = 1.

PROOF: From the definition of a square-root density, α2 = 1∫
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From Eqn.(1), we have ( ∂S
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‖∇S‖2 − ~∇2S = 1.

Since∇2S is bounded, we obtain ‖∇S‖ = 1 as ~ goes to 0. END
The derivation above allows us to recover the distance transform function

from the square-root density representation by computing the inverse map of

ψ(x) = α exp(
−S(x)

~
), (2)

3 Please see [15] for a more detailed derivation.



that is
S(x) = ~ log(α)− ~ log(ψ(x)). (3)

This important relationship builds a direct connection between the two realms,
i.e. the level set framework and probability density functions. Hence, a shape
complex of complicated topology can be represented using a single distance
transform function and further statistical analysis of the shape population can
be accomplished in the space of the unit hypersphere as a result of a transition
from the distance function to the square-root density representation.

3.2 Space of Square-Root Densities

Note that Eqn. (1) does not entail that the solution is a square-root density.
Rather, it merely builds a relationship between exponentiated distance func-
tions and the Schrödinger equation. We further restrict the solution to be in the
square-root density space via Eqn. (2) and Eqn. (3). The principal reasons for
focusing on the square-root density space rather than the exponentiated function
space is as follows.

– Probability density functions are very useful shape representations as shown
by several researchers in the literature. For instance, one can compute mo-
ments of the density and get global/local shape descriptors [18] while this
cannot be done with an un-normalized exponentiated distance function. One
can also match either the densities or their moments for the purpose of reg-
istration.

– Probability density functions allow us to relate our unknown parameter
(Planck’s constant) ~ to uncertainty.

– Furthermore, the space of exponentiated functions is positive semidefinite
while the square-root density space is the hypersphere which leads to a closed
form metric (and geodesic) that is efficient to compute.

Due to the fact that the manifold for square-root density functions is a unit
sphere in Hilbert space, a variety of Riemannian operations, such as geodesic
distance, exponential map and log map [17] are in closed form. Equipped with
this basic infrastructure, we are now able to construct an atlas for the shape
complex by computing the Karcher mean of the given shape complex population
in the space of unit hypersphere. We illustrate the idea of our framework on a
simple example in Fig.1. Note that here the notion of atlas corresponds to the
mean computed from the the L2 norm. However, any norm is applicable in our
framework, for example, estimating the median of the population via the L1

norm. As a matter of fact, with the square-root density representation, we are
capable of performing many different kinds of statistical analysis.

4 Experimental Results

In this section, we demonstrate the strength of our technique via a set of ex-
periments on a population of real shape complex data. The images are affine



Fig. 2. 6 samples from the group of 15 subjects and the two different views of the atlas with ~ = 0.4

Fig. 3. Atlas corresponding to different ~ values. As ~ increases, the atlas becomes more smooth.

registered using an ITK-based mutual information registration algorithm [14].
Before going into the details of the experimental results, we first clarify two
empirical issues related to the experiments.

De-normalization of ψ̄: Since ψ̄(x) is the geodesic mean on the sphere
of the sample square root densities, it is valid to assume that ψ(x) has the
same formulation as each shape complex data sample (represented by ψi(x) =
αi exp(−Si(x)

~ ), i = 1, . . . , n), that is, ψ̄(x) = ᾱ exp(−S̄(x)
~ ). Therefore, S̄(x) =

−~ log(ψ̄(x)) + ~ log(ᾱ).
To recover S̄(x), we first need to estimate ā. One approach is to heuristically

approximate log(ᾱ) using the average of log(α1), . . . , log(αn). Here we describe
a more principled solution. Assume φ(x) = exp(−S(x)

~ ), is the un-normalized
version of ψ (the exponentiated function). Note that we lose one degree of free-
dom by normalization, hence an extra constraint needs to be imposed. We ap-
proximate ψ̄(x) by the linear combination of the un-normalized density φ due
to the linearity imposed by Eqn. (1). The problem is finally reduced to solve
b∗ = arg minb ||

∑n
i=1 biφi(x) − ψ̄(x)||2. This assumption is in accordance with



Fig. 4. The shape variation along the first principal direction.

the observation that the density has peaks on the locations corresponding to
the zero level set of the distance function. The normalization parameter ᾱ is ap-
proximated using

∑
i b
∗
i and it scales the un-normalized exponentiated distance

function so that we can obtain a zero-level set shape complex atlas. Since this
is just one way of obtaining a zero-level set atlas, a numerically more stable
flux-based method might be a better future work direction.

Visualization: We transfer the labels of each structure in the shape complex
by mapping the label image to our atlas. (This is done only for visualization
purposes.) The transformation parameters of the mapping is computed by a
non-rigid warping from a binary image of the shape complex template to the
binary image estimated from the shape atlas. We leave the automatic labeling
of the shape complex atlas for future work.

In Fig. 1, we illustrate the idea of our framework on a simple 2-D example.
The 2-D image is taken from one slice of the 3-D MRI of the shape complex.
The flowchart shows that we first estimate the distance transform from the shape
and then compute the square-root density via Eqn. (2). The shape of the atlas
is recovered from the Karcher mean of the densities via Eqn. (3).

We finally apply our proposed framework to the real shape complex data
set. The data set contains 15 controls of 3-D brain MRI with the following
8 structures labeled: left/right hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, amygdala and
thalamus. We show 6 samples from the group of 15 subjects and the atlas con-
structed as the mean shape in two different angles of view in Fig. 2. While we
have not emphasized this in our presentation, the parameter ~ acts as a smooth-
ing/regularization term for atlas construction and is expected to act as an un-
certainty control - similar to the role played by Planck’s constant in physics. We
demonstrate the variation of the atlas when different ~ is used in Fig.3. As ~
increases, the atlas becomes more smooth. In this paper, we fix ~ = 0.4 in the
experiments. When Principal Geodesic Analysis [10] is applied to our data set,
we can recover the modes of deformation and the shape variation along the first
principal direction is shown in Fig. 4.

We implemented this method using Matlabr on a 2.33GHZ PC. It takes 4
minutes to construct an atlas from 15 labeled brain MRI with dimension of the
ROI being 90× 91× 87. This serves to anecdotally illustrate the computational
time involved.



5 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a novel and efficient algorithm that constructs a
neuroanatomical atlas for shape complex data with complicated topology. We
derived the relationships between the Euclidean distance transform and the
square-root density wave function representation and this successfully builds
on a connection between the realms of the level set framework and probabil-
ity density functions. Our model is not only capable of preserving the spatial
relationships among the different structures in the shape complex but also of
carrying out a variety of statistical analyses of the shape complex population.
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